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6X10 AIR DEFENSE ADJUSTABLE RETURN NET

   QUESTIONS? GIVE US A CALL! (1-855)-478-5538             

1) Screw the rear leg extenders 
onto the backs of the legs. Use the 
buttons on the center base bars to 
snap them together.  Then, attach 
the assembled center base bar to 
the legs. The side base poles 
should be positioned so the 
straight and angled receiving holes 
are positioned up. The angled 
receiving hole should point 
towards the basketball goal.

2) Lay the net out �at in front of 
your basketball hoop so that the 
logos are facing up.

3) For the vertical barrier net 
orientation, insert lower �berglass 
rod, with coupling tube on top, 
into vertical receiving hole.  Repeat 
for other side.
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Our video instructions provide the best guidance for setting up your 6X10 Air Defense Adjustable Return Net. 
They can be viewed online at 

Inspect the netting and frame for 
damage or wear. Make sure the 
frame and net are assembled 
correctly and on a �at surface, at 
least ten (10) feet away from 
structures and vehicles. Failure to 
follow these precautions could 
result in serious injury or 
damage to property.
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4) For ball return net orientation, 
insert lower �berglass rod, with 
coupling tube on top, into angled 
receiving hole.  Repeat for other 
side

5) Thread the sleeves over the rods 
making sure that the black bungees 
are at the bottom.

6) Insert the �berglass pole with 
metal knob on top into the �berglass 
pole that is already attached to the 
base. Repeat for the other side.

7) With one of the upper corner 
white loops in hand, bend the side 
�berglass pole down and inward by 
walking your hands, hand-over-hand 
style, up the pole as it is bending 
downward until you reach the top. 
Then attach the white corner loop to 
the metal knob and slowly let the 
�berglass pole return back to an 
upright position. Repeat for the 
other side.

8) For the ball return net orientation, 
hook the black bungees onto the 
hooks on the front of the legs on 
each side. Pending height and 
design of your basketball hoop, it 
may be necessary for the top of the 
net to be positioned behind the 
backboard.  This will not alter the 
performance of the product. Before 
practicing, take time to adjust the 
net as needed to achieve optimal 
ball return function for your speci�c 
basketball goal. 

9) For the vertical barrier net 
orientation, hook the black 
bungee to the hook on the side 
of the base frame near the 
receiving holes. Be careful when 
fastening bungees to avoid any 
pinching or harm to your �ngers.

Please use adult supervision and follow the instructions when setting up and using 
this net. Regular use or abuse will eventually strain the netting and may break it. Do 
not stand behind the net. This net is not intended for personal protection. Failure to 
follow these precautions could result in serious injury or damage to property.

   QUESTIONS? GIVE US A CALL! (1-855)-478-5538             

WARNING
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